Seminar in Telecommunication and Radio Engineering (521350S)

Seminar includes two types of presentations:
- Master's thesis presentations (under code 521350S)
- Research plan presentations of doctoral students (Information Technology and Electrical Engineering Doctoral Programme: main subject "Communications Engineering" (under code 520023J)

Master Students
- Seminar is mandatory for WCE students and ECE (former EE) students with communications or radio engineering study option who have started their studies before study year 2015-2016. Remember that you should participate into four seminars and in one those give your presentation (30 minutes with questions and discussion).
- Students who have started after August 2015, have to give seminar presentation of their Master thesis (30 minutes with questions and discussion), i.e., it is mandatory to participate only in one seminar. However, if you participate into three other seminars you will get credit unit and you can include that in the optional courses of your studies.

Doctoral Students
- Starting August 2017 research plan seminar is mandatory for all doctoral students whose main subject is "Communications Engineering. Students participate actively in research plan seminars during their studies. In the seminars, each doctoral student will present their research plan and part of their research (60 minutes with questions and discussion).

Master students:
- You can have your presentation when you are finalizing your thesis. Contact responsible teacher Matti Isohookana by email (matti.isohookana(at)oulu.fi) at least few weeks before you would like to have your presentation so that suitable time slot can be allocated!
- Contents of the presentation
  - Introduction
  - Research problem
  - What has been done in the research
  - Results
  - Conclusions
  - Table of the contents of thesis
  - Reference list of the thesis
- Try to keep the presentation on a level that listeners can follow it.
- Use big enough font size and pictures in your slides.
- Max 20 slides per presentation